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Introduction
Top quark: 

 Discovered in 1995 in Tevatron 
Heaviest particle in the SM:  GeV 
 Decay modes: 

   ( ) 
  ( )                  

 Primarily produced in  pairs by gluon 
fusion at LHC

mt ∼ 173

t → bW → b + ℓν ∼ 33 %
t → bW → b + qq ∼ 66 %

tt
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Channels: 
 (semileptonic): 

 High BR 

Dilepton (leptonic): 
 Cleanest 

All jets (hadronic):
  Dirtiest 

and more challenging.  

ℓ + jets
tt → bb′ W( → ℓν)W′ ( → qq′ )

tt → bb′ W( → ℓν)W′ ( → ℓ′ ν′ )

tt → bb′ W( → qq′ )W′ ( → q′ ′ q′ ′ ′ )

66Geoffrey GILLESGeoffrey GILLES

State of the art of ((̅ cross section measurements

Top-pair 
branching ratios

Dilepton Lepton+jets

All-hadronic

• Most precise results

• Wt, fake leptons, diboson, 
Z→ ττ	bakgrounds

• Limited constrains on 
modelling uncertainties

• Infinite statistics

• Single top t-channel,
W+jets, Multi-jet backgrounds

• Possibility to exploit multiple 
control regions

• Significantly less precise
• Possibility to probe highly-boosted top quarks 

Main systematic uncertainties

• Signal modelling (generators, QCD scales, radiation, hadronisation)
• Object efficiencies & calibrations (leptons, jets, flavour-tagging)
• Background estimates  • Luminosity (2-3%)

Analysis channels



Since its discovery,  observed in: 
 in pp: 5 JHEP 03 (2018) 115, 7, 8, JHEP 08 (2016) 

029  Eur. Phys. J.C. 77, 15 (2017) 13 JHEP 09 (2017) 051  
Eur. Phys. J.C. 77, 172 (2017) TeV  

 in pPb: 8 TeV Phys. Rev. Lett. 119, 242001 

Relevance: 
pp:  

pA and AA profit from pp measurements.   
Constrain to proton PDF ( ). 
Different  test different Bjorken -x   gluon 
distribution functions.

tt
tt s =

tt s =

x ∼ 1/ s
s

Introduction 3

 pA and AA: 
 Probe for nuclear PDFs 
 Paves the way for using top to probe QGP.  

https://cms.cern/news/heavy-metal-hits-top

18

Possible effects from varying the model input parameters and the initial PDF parametrization
are investigated in the same way as in the similar analysis of Ref. [58]. The two cases when the
measured values for stt are included or excluded from the fit are considered, resulting in the
same associated model and parametrization uncertainties.

In conclusion, the stt measurements at
p

s = 5.02 TeV provide improved uncertainties in the
gluon PDF at high x, though the impact is small, owing to the large experimental uncertainties.

µF
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Figure 6: The relative uncertainties in the gluon distribution function of the proton as a function
of x at µ2

F = 105 GeV2 from a QCD analysis using the HERA DIS and CMS muon charge asym-
metry measurements (hatched area), and also including the CMS stt results at

p
s = 5.02 TeV

(solid area). The relative uncertainties are found after the two gluon distributions have been
normalized to unity. The solid line shows the ratio of the gluon distribution function found
from the fit with the CMS stt measurements included to that found without.

10 Summary

The first measurement of the top quark pair (tt) production cross section in pp collisions atp
s = 5.02 TeV is presented for events with one or two leptons and at least two jets, using a

data sample collected by the CMS experiment, corresponding to an integrated luminosity of
27.4 ± 0.6 pb�1. The final measurement is obtained from the combination of the measurements
in the individual channels. The result is stt = 69.5 ± 6.1 (stat) ± 5.6 (syst) ± 1.6 (lumi) pb, with
a total relative uncertainty of 12%, which is consistent with the standard model prediction.
The impact of the measured tt cross section in the determination of the parton distribution
functions of the proton is studied in a quantum chromodynamics analysis at next-to-next-to-
leading order. A moderate decrease of the uncertainty in the gluon distribution is observed at
high values of x, the fractional momentum of the proton carried by the gluon.
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Methods
First evidence of  in nucleus-nucleus using PbPb 
collision data recorded by CMS in 2018 at                                           
Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 222001 

Data sample corresponds to  

Dilepton ( ) final states were analyzed.  

Cleanest channel 

BR( )  

Two methods to extract : 

Dilepton only: Final state kinematic properties 
alone 

Dilepton + b-jets: Imposing extra requirements on 
the number of b-tagged jets

tt
s = 5.02

ℒ = 1.7 ± 0.1 nb−1

tt → ℓ+ℓ−νℓνℓbb

tt → ℓ+ℓ−νℓνℓbb ∼ 5 %

σtt
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A tt event display and BDT distributions in the e+e� and µ+µ�

final states
Dedicated algorithms deployed in real time allow the CMS detector to collect events with high-
pT leptons, hence making the measurement of tt production in PbPb collisions possible in the
e+e�, µ+µ�, and e±µ⌥ final states. Figure A.1 displays a candidate tt event in the e±µ⌥ final
state in the PbPb data sample.

Electron

Muon

b-tagged jet

b-tagged jet

Figure A.1: Event display of a candidate tt event measured in PbPb collisions where each top
quark decays into a bottom quark and a W boson. The b quarks and W bosons, in turn, produce
jets and leptons, respectively. The event is interpreted as originating from the dilepton decay
chain tt ! (bW+)(bW�) ! (b e+ne)(b µ�nµ).

The selected configuration for the multivariate analysis is a BDT with gradient boosting. The
classification probabilities for individual events are derived using a transformation of the back-
ground and signal distributions, in which background events are uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 1, whereas signal events cluster towards 1. The expected BDT performance is
evaluated by computing the area under the “receiver operating characteristics” curve, yielding
a value of 0.9 (an algorithm with ideal discrimination would yield 1.0, whereas with no discrim-
ination would yield 0.5). Cross validation with differently tuned parameters was performed,
but no significant gain was observed. Figures A.2 and A.3 show the observed BDT discrimina-
tor distributions for the dilepton-only (as prefit expected) and dilepton plus b-tagged jets (as
postfit predicted) methods, respectively, in the e+e�(left) and µ+µ� (right) final states.

Theoretical prediction (CT14 NLO + 
EPPS16 NLO) J. Comp. Phys. Com. Vol. 185. , Phys. 
Rev. Lett. 110, 252004: 

σth
tt = 3.22+0.38

−0.35 (nPDF ⊕ PDF)+0.09
−0.10 (scale) μb
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Event selection

Simulation

Methods
Signal extraction

Boosted decision trees (BDT): based on kinematics 
of the leading and sub-leading  leptons.  
Simultaneous (three final states) likelihood fits to 
binned BDT distributions are performed separately 
for the two methods.  
Fits account to all sources of uncertainty 
Signal strength is extracted: 

pT

μ = σtt /σtheory

5

Signal NN (N=p,n) : MadGraph5_aMC@NLO 
embedded to HYDJET 

Main background is DY ( ).  Estimated from MC 
and data.  
Nonprompt (QCD multijet, W+jets) from control 
regions in data.

→ tt

Z/γ *
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A tt event display and BDT distributions in the e+e� and µ+µ�

final states
Dedicated algorithms deployed in real time allow the CMS detector to collect events with high-
pT leptons, hence making the measurement of tt production in PbPb collisions possible in the
e+e�, µ+µ�, and e±µ⌥ final states. Figure A.1 displays a candidate tt event in the e±µ⌥ final
state in the PbPb data sample.
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Figure A.1: Event display of a candidate tt event measured in PbPb collisions where each top
quark decays into a bottom quark and a W boson. The b quarks and W bosons, in turn, produce
jets and leptons, respectively. The event is interpreted as originating from the dilepton decay
chain tt ! (bW+)(bW�) ! (b e+ne)(b µ�nµ).

The selected configuration for the multivariate analysis is a BDT with gradient boosting. The
classification probabilities for individual events are derived using a transformation of the back-
ground and signal distributions, in which background events are uniformly distributed be-
tween 0 and 1, whereas signal events cluster towards 1. The expected BDT performance is
evaluated by computing the area under the “receiver operating characteristics” curve, yielding
a value of 0.9 (an algorithm with ideal discrimination would yield 1.0, whereas with no discrim-
ination would yield 0.5). Cross validation with differently tuned parameters was performed,
but no significant gain was observed. Figures A.2 and A.3 show the observed BDT discrimina-
tor distributions for the dilepton-only (as prefit expected) and dilepton plus b-tagged jets (as
postfit predicted) methods, respectively, in the e+e�(left) and µ+µ� (right) final states.

pT > 25 GeV, |η | < 2.1

pT > 20 GeV, |η | < 2.4

AK4 + CSVv2



Results
Dilepton Dilepton + b-jets

6

 is the highest 
sensitivity final 
state

e±μ∓

μ = 0.79+0.26
−0.23 (3.8 s.d.) μ = 0.63+0.22

−0.20 (4.0 s.d.)
Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 222001

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 222001

Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 222001 Phys. Rev. Lett. 125, 222001

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.222001
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.222001
https://journals.aps.org/prl/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.222001/HIN-19-001_supp-jnl.pdf
https://journals.aps.org/prl/supplemental/10.1103/PhysRevLett.125.222001/HIN-19-001_supp-jnl.pdf


Results

Dilepton 

Dilepton + b-jets

σtt = 2.54+0.84
−0.74 μb

σtt = 2.03+0.71
−0.64 μb
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CMS

NNLO+NNLL TOP++
NNPDF30 NNLO

NNLO+NNLL TOP++
CT14 NNLO = 5.02 TeV)s, (-1pp, 27.4 pb

)2(scaled by A

b-tag
+jets/l+NOS2l
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NNLO+NNLL TOP++
CT14 NLO

EPPS16 NLOCT14 NNLO x 

 = 5.02 TeV)NNs, (-1PbPb, 1.7 nb

OS2l

b-tag+NOS2l

syst⊕Exp unc: stat, stat

scale⊕Th unc: PDF, PDF

Figure 2: Inclusive tt cross sections measured with two methods in the combined e+e�, µ+µ�,
and e±µ⌥ final states in PbPb collisions at

p
s

NN
= 5.02 TeV, and pp results at

p
s = 5.02 TeV

(scaled by A
2) from Ref. [6]. The measurements are compared with theoretical predictions

at NNLO+NNLL accuracy in QCD [47, 48]. The inner (outer) experimental uncertainty bars
include statistical (statistical and systematic, added in quadrature) uncertainties. The inner
(outer) theoretical uncertainty bands correspond to nuclear [32, 54] or free-nucleon [33, 49]
PDF (PDF and scale, added in quadrature) uncertainties.
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Compatible with  scaled data and 
QCD calculations.  

Statistical uncertainties dominate by far. 

Evidence of top production in PbPb

pp
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Going further dileptons...
 in pp: baseline reference for AA 

 in pp at 5.02 TeV update in dilepton channel  
with 2017 data. arXiv:2112.09114 
Dilepton &  channel accessible 
Reaching higher precisions

tt
tt

ℓ + jets

8

arXiv:2112.09114

σtt = 63.0 ± 4.1 (stat) ± 3.0 (syst + lumi) pbσtt = 69.5 ± 6.1 (stat) ± 5.6 (syst) ± 1.6 (lumi) pb

2015: dilepton & ℓ + jets dilepton(2017) & (2015)ℓ + jets

JHEP 03 (2018) 115

https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09114
https://arxiv.org/abs/2112.09114
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP03(2018)115


Unlike other jet quenching probes (dijets, 
) which are produced simultaneously 

with the collision, tops can resolve the time 
evolution of QGP:

Z/γ + jets

9
8

more detailed study that includes also full consideration
of all heavy-ion e↵ects at a given specific collider.

Contributions to the average total delay time, h⌧toti
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FIG. 6. Total delay time and its standard deviation (mark-
ers and corresponding error bars), as given by Eq. (1), for
q̂ = 4GeV2/fm. The average contribution of each component
is shown as coloured stacked bands (see legend). For compar-
ison, the total delay time for q̂ = 1 GeV2/fm is shown as a
dashed line.

The result of Eq. (1) is shown as a function of the
reconstructed top jet transverse momentum in Fig. 6,
broken into its three components, represented as stacked
bands. The range of pt’s shown is guided by expectations
as to what will be accessible at widely discussed scenarios
of potential future colliders [38, 39]. The dispersion �⌧tot

of the sum of the three components is also represented
in Fig. 6, as vertical black lines. To illustrate the weak
dependence of h⌧toti on the value of q̂, the average total
delay time assuming a q̂ = 1 GeV2/ fm (rather than
q̂ = 4 GeV2/ fm) is shown as a dashed line. The larger
result for ⌧tot would translate to a larger reach in ⌧m
values for a given collider setup.

Control of the jet energy scale

To be able to identify the time-induced di↵erence be-
tween quenching of W jets in tt̄ events from full quench-
ing, it is crucial to have a reliable estimate of the expected
reconstructed W mass were quenching of the W jets to
be una↵ected by coherence delays and the W lifetime.

The procedure that we envisage for this purpose is to
use measurements of the Z-jet and �-jet balance in events
with cleanly identified (leptonic) Z bosons and photons
to determine the expectations for full quenching and to
then apply that determination to embedded tt̄ events.

To estimate the potential precision of such an ap-
proach, we examined how well the average xjZ = ptj/ptZ
ratio could be determined at the HL-LHC. Ref. [34] from
CMS gives a projection for the uncertainties on the xjZ

distribution with LPbPb = 10 nb�1. We took that dis-
tribution and created replica distributions by fluctuating
each bin with a Gaussian uncertainty set by the projec-
tion. We then evaluated the standard deviation of the
hxjZi values across many replicas. The result for the
standard deviation was 1.2%. This guides our choice of
1% for the systematic uncertainty on the impact of stan-
dard quenching for the purpose of producing Fig. 5.
We also note that Ref. [20] from ATLAS, shows a 1%

uncertainty (blue lines, bottom panel of Fig.3) for the
cross-calibration uncertainty between PbPb and pp col-
lisions. One should keep in mind that other jet-energy
scale uncertainties that are common to the pp and PbPb
cases should largely cancel when considering the di↵er-
ence between embedded pp results and PbPb data (and
it is precisely this di↵erence that interests us).

Lighter ions

Following the recent successful XeXe machine-
development run at the LHC, the prospect has been
raised [36] that with ions lighter than Pb it might be
possible to achieve e↵ective nucleon-nucleon luminosities
(i.e. total number of hard collisions) that are up to an
order of magnitude larger than for PbPb, in part be-
cause of the reduction of e↵ects such as bound–free pair
production [37]. Generically, higher luminosities would
bring substantially increased sensitivity to the longer
time structure of the QGP medium.
Aside from luminosity considerations, smaller ion

species have both an advantage and a disadvantage. The
advantage is that the intrinsic time scales associated with
the smaller, cooler QGP might be shorter than for PbPb
and so more accessible with top-quark probes. However a
smaller, cooler QGP is also likely to result in less quench-
ing. It is for the purpose of illustrating the tradeo↵s as-
sociated with lighter species that in Fig. 5 we show a
curve labelled KrKr. It uses a quenching of 10% rather
than 15%, in line with observations in CuCu [35] that are
consistent with quenching that goes as A1/3, where A is
the nuclear mass. The reduced quenching means that the
equivalent of Fig. 3 for KrKr would have the bands more
closely spaced. Accordingly one needs to go to higher
luminosities in order to distinguish any two given time
scenarios. At low luminosities the extra factor is rel-
atively limited, about 1.5, while at higher luminosities
it increases to about 3. Note that at higher luminosi-
ties the systematic and pp statistical uncertainties on the
expected standard quenching results start to dominate,
since we have taken them to be independent of the PbPb
equivalent luminosity.

PRL 120 (2018) 232301

but with the pp jets’ particles simply scaled down by the
quenching factor Q0, i.e., by the quenching factor that
would be expected if the W decay products were present
and started interacting from time 0. In a real experiment, the
corresponding scaling factor could be obtained by meas-
uring quenching in another quark-jet dominated process
(e.g., with ! ! jet or Z ! jet balance), as a function of the
jet pt.
For short values of the effective medium lifetime, "m, the

mfit
W result is close to the unquenched result. This reflects

the fact that the W decay products start interacting only
towards the end of the medium lifetime. For larger values of
"m they instead still see most of the medium duration, and
most of the quenching. A very short-lived medium,
"m " 1 fm=c, could be distinguished from the full quench-
ing baseline at the LHC with its currently approved
LPbPb " 10 nb!1. However, to distinguish larger values
of "m would require either higher luminosities or higher
energies. This is illustrated in the right-hand plot of Fig. 3
for a future HE-LHC (

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p " 11 TeV), where the tt̄ cross
section is 6 times larger.
At higher-energies it becomes advantageous to explore

the preco
t;top dependence of mfit

W , illustrated in Fig. 4 for the
HE–LHC and the FCC (

!!!!!!!!
sNN

p " 39 TeV). For each bin of
preco
t;top, the upper axis shows the corresponding average "tot.

For a given band of "m, when preco
t;top is large enough so that

h"toti ! "m, the band merges with the unquenched expect-
ation. Thus the shape of the preco

t;top dependence gives
powerful information on the medium time structure.
(The unquenched and baseline-quenched bands also have
a preco

t;top dependence, induced by the underlying jet and
muon pt cuts, as well as different amounts of final-state
radiation outside the R " 0.3 jet as a function of preco

t;top.)

Figure 5 shows our estimate of the maximum "m that can
be distinguished at 2 standard deviations from the baseline
full quenched result, for different colliders [36,37] as a
function of LPbPb. The number of standard deviations takes
into account the statistical uncertainty of mfit

W , for both the
actual heavy-ion data and a reference sample, as well as an
additional 1% systematic uncertainty (see Supplemental
Material [8] and Refs. [22,38]). The reference sample is
obtained using the same procedure as for the bottom bands
in Figs. 3 and 4, i.e., using 2 fb!1 of pp events with a
rescaling of particle momenta by a factor Q0 and inclusion
of underlying-event fluctuations.

FIG. 3. The average (points) and standard deviation (width of
band) for mreco

W across many pseudoexperiments, as a function
of luminosity for an inclusive sample of tt̄ events, as a function
of the integrated PbPb luminosity at the LHC (left) and the
HE-LHC (right).

FIG. 4. Dependence of the reconstructed W mass on the
reconstructed top pt for HE-LHC (left) and FCC (right) colli-
sions. The quenched result corresponds to baseline full modifi-
cation of the pp results, which would in practice be obtained
using knowledge of quenching from other measurements.

FIG. 5. The maximum medium quenching end time "m that can
be distinguished from full quenching with 2 standard deviations,
as a function of luminosity for different collider energies [36,37]
and species. For the KrKr points, the LKrKr value that is used is
equal to LPbPb#APb=AKr$2, i.e., maintaining an equal number of
nucleon-nucleon collisions.

PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS 120, 232301 (2018)

232301-4

HL-LHC: short time 
 scenarios with  
lighter ions

FCC: full QGP 
evolution
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Going further dileptons...
Depending  tops can decay before or within 
QGP.  
 Taking “snapshots” at different times ( ), one 
could resolve the QGP time evolution. 

pt

pt

https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.232301
https://doi.org/10.1103/PhysRevLett.120.232301


Summary
  at  TeV. 

  in ,  and and evidence in . 

  in all systems consistent with theory. 

  in AA collisions has the potential to resolve the 
time structure of the QGP in the context of HL-LHC 
and future colliders.

tt s = 5,7,8,13

tt pp pPb PbPb

σtt

tt

10

https://www.symmetrymagazine.org/article/top-quark-couture
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Uncertainties 12

CMS-HIN-19-001

http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIN-19-001/


Backup

Combined Secondary Vertex Algorithm (CSV Run I, 
CSv2V Run II): combines the info. of displaced  
tracks and secondary vertices associated with the 
jet using MVA. 

13

Identification of b-jets

18

the training was performed in bins of the jet kinematics. In the current procedure,
the bins of jet kinematics are only used to combine the vertex categories after the
training.

Table 1: Input variables used for the Run 1 version of the CSV algorithm and for the CSVv2
algorithm. The symbol “x” (“—”) means that the variable is (not) used in the algorithm

Input variable Run 1 CSV CSVv2
SV 2D flight distance significance x x
Number of SV — x
Track hrel x x
Corrected SV mass x x
Number of tracks from SV x x
SV energy ratio x x
DR(SV, jet) — x
3D IP significance of the first four tracks x x
Track pT,rel — x
DR(track, jet) — x
Track pT,rel ratio — x
Track distance — x
Track decay length — x
Summed tracks ET ratio — x
DR(summed tracks, jet) — x
First track 2D IP significance above c threshold — x
Number of selected tracks — x
Jet pT — x
Jet h — x

Figure 12 shows the distribution of the discriminator values for the various jet flavours for both
versions of the CSVv2 algorithm.

5.1.2.2 The DeepCSV tagger The identification of jets from heavy-flavour hadrons can
be improved by using the advances in the field of deep machine learning [38]. A new version of
the CSVv2 tagger, “DeepCSV”, was developed using a deep neural network with more hidden
layers, more nodes per layer, and a simultaneous training in all vertex categories and for all jet
flavours.

The same tracks and IVF secondary vertices are used in this approach as for the CSVv2 tagger.
The same input variables are also used, with only one difference, namely that for the track-
based variables up to six tracks are used in the training of the DeepCSV. Jets are randomly
selected in such a way that similar jet pT and h distributions are obtained for all jet flavours.
These jet pT and h distributions are also used as input variables in the training to take into
account the correlation between the jet kinematics and the other variables. The distribution of
all input variables is preprocessed to centre the mean of each distribution around zero and to
obtain a root-mean-square value of unity. All of the variables are presented to the multivariate
analysis (MVA) in the same way because of the preprocessing. This speeds up the training. In
case a variable cannot be reconstructed, e.g. because there are less than six selected tracks (or
no secondary vertex), the variable values associated with the missing track or vertex are set to
zero after the preprocessing.

The training is performed using jets with pT between 20 GeV and 1 TeV, and within the tracker
acceptance. The relative ratio of the number of jets of each flavour is set to 2 : 1 : 4 for b : c :
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Backup

 Decision Tree (DT):  binary classifier in which repeated 
decisions are taken until a stop criterion is reached.  
 Boosted DT (BDT): extends the idea from one tree 
(weak classifier) to several trees (forest)                        

 Better performance classifier  
 By convention, signal (background) events 
accumulate at large (small) BDT score. 
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Figure 22: Schematic view of a decision tree. Starting from the root node, a sequence of binary splits using
the discriminating variables xi is applied to the data. Each split uses the variable that at this node gives the
best separation between signal and background when being cut on. The same variable may thus be used at
several nodes, while others might not be used at all. The leaf nodes at the bottom end of the tree are labeled
“S” for signal and “B” for background depending on the majority of events that end up in the respective
nodes. For regression trees, the node splitting is performed on the variable that gives the maximum decrease
in the average squared error when attributing a constant value of the target variable as output of the node,
given by the average of the training events in the corresponding (leaf) node (see Sec. 8.13.3).

8.13.1 Booking options

The boosted decision (regression) treee (BDT) classifier is booked via the command:

factory->BookMethod( Types::kBDT, "BDT", "<options>" );

Code Example 60: Booking of the BDT classifier: the first argument is a predefined enumerator, the second
argument is a user-defined string identifier, and the third argument is the configuration options string.
Individual options are separated by a ’:’. See Sec. 3.1.5 for more information on the booking.

Several configuration options are available to customize the BDT classifier. They are summarized
in Option Tables 25 and 27 and described in more detail in Sec. 8.13.2.

CERN-OPEN-2007-007

  in PbPb: BDT is trained with kinematics of the two 
leading-  leptons. 

  of leading lepton,  

Asymmetry in lepton- ’s,   

 Dilepton system ,  
 Dilepton system pseudorapidity,  
 Absolute azimuthal separation in  of the two 
leptons,  
 Sum of absolute ’s of leptons, 
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Figure 5: Example plots for classifier output distributions for signal and background events from the academic
test sample. Shown are likelihood (upper left), PDE range search (upper right), Multilayer perceptron (MLP
– lower left) and boosted decision trees.

• The web address of this Users Guide: https://root.cern/download/doc/tmva/TMVAUsersGuide.pdf.

• Source code: https://github.com/root-project/root/tree/master/tmva.

• Please ask questions and/or report problems in the ROOT forum https://root-forum.cern.ch.

3 Using TMVA

A typical TMVA classification or regression analysis consists of two independent phases: the training
phase, where the multivariate methods are trained, tested and evaluated, and an application phase,
where the chosen methods are applied to the concrete classification or regression problem they have
been trained for. An overview of the code flow for these two phases as implemented in the examples
TMVAClassification.C and TMVAClassificationApplication.C (for classification – see Sec. 2.4),

https://cds.cern.ch/record/1019880
http://cms-results.web.cern.ch/cms-results/public-results/publications/HIN-19-001/index.html

